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Abstract

Background: This review gives an overview of studies on speech difficulties in adults with Down syndrome to identify causes and major determinants of poor speech intelligibility for this group and to suggest areas requiring further research.

Material and Methods: Exactly 39 published articles were selected by using the following MEsH search terms: speech disorders, articulatory apraxia, phonological impairment, articulation disorders, short-term memory, speech articulation disorders, and speech intelligibility. Articles were grouped for analysis based on themes related to underlying causes of speech difficulties and the diagnosis and treatment of speech difficulties. Future research needs are also presented.

Results: Speech problems in adults with Down syndrome are not clearly defined. There is no specific data on underlying mechanisms that negatively impact on speech and there is no systematic assessment procedure available for evaluating the speech of adults with Down syndrome. Few studies have investigated treatment possibilities for speech disorders in adults and future research is needed into speech difficulties in adults with Down syndrome.

Conclusions: Research is required into therapeutic programs to improve the speech of adults with Down syndrome. One clinical consideration as to why this research is lacking might be that the speech problem is seen as a characteristic of the Down syndrome itself rather than being seen as the result of distinct underlying deficits that may be sensitive to speech therapy. To aid therapeutic program development, longitudinal studies of adolescents and adults with Down syndrome are required. Special attention could be given to investigating oral-motor characteristics and apraxia of speech.
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Background

Speech intelligibility is an important prerequisite for effective communication. Adequate communication skills contribute to independence, self-confidence, and social involvement. People with Down syndrome have an increased incidence of hearing loss and speech and language difficulties [1,2]; a widespread problem is speech intelligibility which starts in childhood and remains in adulthood [1,3–9].

Down syndrome, a genetic condition where a person has an additional chromosome (trisomy 21), occurs in approximately 1 in every 800 live births. Some 80% of individuals with Down syndrome have a mild to moderate intellectual disability [10] and, as such, it is the most frequent genetic cause of mild to moderate intellectual and developmental disabilities. The condition also has associated medical problems [10,11] and is associated with a variety of physical and behavioral characteristics, such as delayed language development, chronic otitis media, abnormalities in the immune and endocrine systems, and defects of the skeletal, heart, and digestive systems. Problems with speech production were mentioned by Landon in 1866 in the first known description of this syndrome. See also [9,11,12].

At the beginning of the 20th century, life expectancy of people with Down syndrome was approximately 9 years; however, current life expectancy is approximately 50 years. With this increase in lifetime, the needs of adults with Down syndrome require attention. With assistance from family and caregivers, many adults with Down syndrome have developed the skills required to hold jobs and to live semi-independently.

Although communication skills are crucial for adult social functioning [10], little is known about the level of...
intelligibility and speech skills for adults with Down syndrome. Unlike children who typically develop 100% intelligible speech by age four, people with Down syndrome do not reach this level of speech intelligibility at any age [7]. Anatomy and physiological changes related to the syndrome cause poor speech intelligibility.

This literature review provides the reader with an overview of studies on speech difficulties and the causes of poor speech intelligibility in adults with Down syndrome. This review is part of a large, multidisciplinary research project on communication in adults with intellectual disabilities. This larger study has been approved by the corresponding Ethics Committee as meeting the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

Material and Methods

Electronic searches were conducted in PubMed and in Scopus databases. We selected search terms from the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health and MeSH that are relevant to speech intelligibility: speech disorders, articulatory apraxia, phonological impairment, articulation disorders, speech articulation disorders and speech intelligibility combined with the search terms adult and Down syndrome. The search term short term memory was also included as short-term memory has an effect on learning speech and language. A separate review has been written on ‘hearing loss and auditory processing disorders in adults with Down syndrome’.

Inclusion criteria

We limited our search to articles published from 1 January 1987 to 1 July 2011. Articles had to be written in English.

Exclusion criteria

Table 1 presents an overview of the number of identified articles and article exclusion. We excluded articles about syndromes other than Down syndrome as well as single case studies.

In total, 85 articles were identified. After excluding 18 articles due to non-relevance to our research question, 67 titles of articles remained from the first search. Eight articles were repeated on three search terms and four articles were repeated on four different search terms. The total number of included articles was 39 (67 minus 28).

Results

We discuss the results of the remaining 39 articles from the database search and present our findings under several broad topics.

Anatomical, physiological, and neurological factors

In this section we describe major anatomical, physiological, and neurological factors associated with Down syndrome that impact or might impact on speech production.

Hearing loss

The first factor that affects speech production in persons with Down syndrome is the high prevalence of hearing loss. The main reason for hearing loss in this population is otitis media [13]. Hypoplasia of the face causes abnormality in the nasopharyngeal area: the abnormal shape and the low muscle tone in the face leads to suboptimal functioning of the Eustachian tube [14]. Two articles suggested that longer periods of otitis media might delay the development of speech and language [9,15]. Two studies reported that hearing impairment (due to either conductive or sensorineural hearing loss) was related to difficulties in speech intelligibility [16,17].

Changes to oral and oral-motor structures

Anatomical and physiological impediments in the oral structures can impact on speech production. There are a
number of reasons why speech production in this population is poor: deficient growth of the bones of the head and face, underdeveloped maxilla bones and smaller, wider mandibles, and reduced space in the oral cavity leading to a tongue that does not fit well in the oral cavity [18]. Reduced nasal resonance due to chronic respiratory infections and hypotonia of the specific speech muscles limit lip movements and can affect pronunciation of some consonants.

There are also several other organic characteristics of people with Down syndrome that hinder their speech [18]. In a recent study investigating movement control in two adults with Down syndrome [19], results indicated that differences in movement control may contribute significantly to intelligibility deficits.

Hyperextendable joints and a limited range of motion were two additional factors identified in the literature that affect speech production [1,11,20]. One article highlighted that an open mouth, drooling, and differences in respiration can also play a role [18].

Neurological characteristics

The central and peripheral nervous system of persons with Down syndrome have two distinguishing elements: the volume and weight of the brain is lower and the sulci are fewer and smaller.

Research by Welsh and colleagues [21,22] showed that adults with Down syndrome have reverse lateralisation for the perception of speech sounds – that is, a left ear and right hemisphere dominance (in short: a left ear advantage) – which has been confirmed in dichotic listening tasks and MRI studies. Elliott and colleagues [23] developed a model of neuropsychological evidence indicating that persons with Down syndrome exhibit atypical right hemispheric specialisation for speech perception and left hemisphere specialisation for motor control. Based on this model, the researchers predicted that persons with Down syndrome would have difficulty with tasks that involve speech perception as well as organisation and control of sequential movements, including speech.

Tasks that combine speech perception with organisation and control of speech movements require good interaction between the two brain hemispheres. Disruption or reversal in cerebral specialisation for speech perception, in combination with poor specialisation of the left hemisphere for speech production and the overall organisation of movement, may contribute to difficulties in speech production [23,24]. Malfunction of this complicated dynamics could lead to loss or degradation of information [25].

In more recent research, rather than speech-specific abnormalities general lateralisation abnormalities were found [26]. In speech-specific abnormalities, researchers report apraxia of speech, defined as difficulty in executing motor programming of speech movements, and dysarthria, defined as weakness or discoordination of the articulators that result in slow, weak, imprecise, or uncoordinated speech [18]. Researchers also report facial hypotonia (low muscle tone), changes in innervation, lower speech rate, and a reduction in the precision of speech movements [1]. Difficulties with coordinating tongue muscles and lip tension might lead to problems in articulation [9]. Three studies also mention difficulties with coordinating speech articulators [1,11,20] leading to speech production disorders.

Developmental issues and persistence of speech difficulties

Roberts and colleagues [15] describe the speech of adults with Down syndrome as generally containing: (1) cluster reduction (consonant sequences are reduced by omission of one or more consonants); (2) final consonant deletion (consonants at the ends of words are omitted); (3) unstressed syllable omission, mostly at the start of a multi-syllabic word; and (4) consonant substitution (an incorrect consonant is produced, such as fricatives and affricates are produced as stops, /r/ and /l/ are produced as /w/, and consonants produced at the back of the mouth are substituted by frontal consonants). The authors also noted that the pattern of speech errors is inconsistent.

Some articles on adult speech included developmental information on speech production of children with Down syndrome. For example, in a study by van Borsel [12] focusing on consonant and vowel production (monophthongs and diphthongs) of adolescents and adults with Down syndrome, it was found that articulation difficulties mainly occurred in the phonemes that are acquired in the final phase of speech-language development in typically developing younger children.

This contrasts with the early development of speech and language skills for children with Down syndrome, which, although delayed, develops in the expected developmental sequence. This was reported for babbling [9]. The first real difficulties with speech emerge in meaningful speech. The onset of meaningful speech may be delayed by many months and further development of speech is slow, and inconsistent sound productions can occur [18].

Kumin [6] analysed data from 937 parent questionnaires on speech intelligibility of children with Down syndrome. In 95% of cases, parents reported that their child had difficulty being understood; in only 5% of all cases did parents report that their child rarely or never had any difficulties being understood. Parents reported difficulties in the domain of oral motor skills, motor programming skills, and specific speech skills. Intelligibility difficulties were more frequent when the child was conversing with unfamiliar adults as compared to caregivers. Intelligibility is a widespread problem according to Kumin [6].

By the age of eight, speech production patterns are still delayed and intelligibility is poor. Roberts and colleagues [15] reported that, compared to younger boys of the same mental age, preschool- and school-aged boys with Down syndrome had delayed speech sound development, produced more sound errors, and produced more unusual error patterns on a single word articulation test.

Phonological impairment is often reported in children with Down syndrome [11,20] and Kumin [8] pointed out
that in children with Down syndrome, speech problems might often be caused by apraxia. In clinical practice, childhood apraxia of speech is not recognised in children with Down syndrome [8] and because the apraxia is often not diagnosed, no treatment is ever provided, so problems remain lifelong. Childhood apraxia of speech is considered a neuro-motor difficulty in learning speech movement patterns. These difficulties are not naturally resolved as the child becomes older and speech intelligibility remains a problem throughout life [16]. Remarkably, little detail is known about the exact nature of mis-articulations in adults with Down syndrome to confirm these findings. What we do know is that there seems to be a relationship between speech-motor development and language development [1].

Two factors are reported to contribute to the persistence of poor speech intelligibility through adolescence and adulthood: auditory feedback and left-ear hearing advantage. Relevant anatomical and physiological problems are described in section 3.1 of this review article. Poor auditory feedback is due to deficient auditory processing in combination with chronic hearing difficulties [1]. Keller-Bell & Fox [27] showed that individuals with Down syndrome have greater difficulty discriminating certain types of perceptual contrasts. The reported relationship between left-ear advantage and speech errors could be a reflection of a different cerebral specialisation and brain development [22]. Left-ear advantage means that the right hemisphere of the brain becomes dominant. The exact prevalence of deviating hemisphere specialisation is, however, unknown [21].

Aspects of memory

According to Jarrold and colleagues [28], persons with Down syndrome show an inferior short-term memory for verbal tasks. They examined the effect of auditory problems on performance by contrasting memory for aurally presented material with that for material presented both aurally and visually. Influence of speech-motor difficulties was studied by employing both a traditional recall procedure and a serial recognition procedure that reduced spoken response demands. Two main results were found. Firstly, impaired verbal short-term memory performance for their level of receptive vocabulary, and secondly, this deficit was specific to memory for verbal information and was not primarily caused by auditory or speech-production difficulties.

Memory has an important influence on the development and storage of language and speech; it stores the pronunciation of phonemes and, via feedback, monitors production to improve intelligibility. Some studies reported more memory errors by adults with Down syndrome compared to other adults.

In a series of experiments, researchers investigated the influence of speech-motor difficulties in both a traditional recall procedure and a serial recognition procedure that reduced spoken response demands [28–30]. Individuals with Down syndrome showed impaired short-term memory performance for receptive vocabulary. This deficit was specific to memory for verbal information and was not primarily caused by auditory or speech-production difficulties. This problem might reflect a problem of phonological storage rather than inefficient rehearsal (which is not the prime cause of impairment of verbal short-term memory in Down syndrome). Jarrold and colleagues [30] also showed that aspects of speeded articulation were delayed among individuals with Down syndrome, a factor which could not account for the severity of impairment in their verbal short-term memory performance.

A study by Bunn and colleagues [25] showed that persons with Down syndrome tend to make more speech production errors in a word imitation task, which is related to short-term memory abilities. Purser & Jarrold [31] showed that individuals with Down syndrome do not show atypically rapidly item loss from phonological memory, but may have a limited capacity of their verbal short-term memory system. Brock & Jarrold [32] provided strong evidence that Down syndrome is associated with a selective deficit in verbal short-term memory, and in particular a deficit in verbal serial order memory. Carlesimo and colleagues [33] showed that children with Down syndrome are particularly deficient in organising verbal material according to its categorical structure and in actively retrieving stored information. These children displayed significantly lower long-term memory performances than normal.

Laws & Bishop [34] found weak language profiles, comparable to the profiles often found in persons with specific language impairment (SLI) in adolescents with Down syndrome. The researchers concluded that impaired phonological memory was one of the main causes. According to Laws [35], Laws & Gunn [36], and Laws & Gunn [37], phonological memory shows a stronger association with expressive language abilities of adolescents and adults than hearing loss, but only if hearing thresholds are low or when hearing loss is corrected by hearing aids. Laws and his team concluded that more research is needed to establish the nature of these relationships. If research should show that phonological memory has a causal role in expressive language development, this might yield a starting point for treatment.

Kittler and colleagues [38] examined semantic and phonological loop effects on verbal working memory among middle-age adults with Down syndrome, and those with unspecified intellectual disabilities, in the context of Baddeley’s working memory model. The results showed that, compared to their peers, participants with Down syndrome had poorer recall in all categories except phonologically similar words.

Memory development

Vicari [39] studied memory development and intellectual disabilities comparing groups with Down syndrome, Williams syndrome, and normal intelligence age-matched controls. With regard to explicit memory abilities, people with Down syndrome obtained lower performance scores than the other two groups. More recently, Conners and colleagues [40] tried to improve the memory span of children with Down syndrome by means of a training procedure using overt cumulative rehearsal and auditory-only procedures. Little improvement was seen in digit span and no improvement was seen in sentence memory and verbal working memory. However, the authors reported a side effect: a relationship was seen in increased phonological
coding and memory training. The authors suggest that individuals with Down syndrome might improve their auditory verbal memory span through rehearsal training.

Short-term memory and verbal memory highly affect speech and language, and both these aspects are different or impaired in people with Down syndrome. We have to take this into account when investigating the causes and persistence of speech problems and when developing treatment options and goals.

**Methods for diagnosing speech problems**

**Formal assessment**

No definite assessment procedure is available for adults with Down syndrome for diagnosing underlying mechanisms of speech difficulties. In clinical practice, speech tests for children are mostly used to assess articulation and speech production in adults. In adults with Down syndrome, the correct diagnosis of disorders like apraxia of speech is too often missed at an early age.

However, one article did discuss the ‘Oral Speech Motor Protocol’ of Robbins and Klee (1987), an assessment procedure for adolescents with Down syndrome. This protocol requires direct observation of the major vocal tract structures and their functioning during speech and non-speech (oral) tasks. The test includes normative information for children from the ages of 2 to 6 years and has been used in testing speech in adolescents with Down syndrome. Unfortunately, no data were found for adults [20].

**Survey**

Two studies reported results from a parent-completed survey to collect information on prevalence and causes of poor speech intelligibility [6,8], and Kumin [8] found a significant correlation between the diagnosis of childhood apraxia of speech and intelligibility ratings given by the parents. Kumin [6] reported that 15% of children with Down syndrome that had speech problems also had a diagnosis of apraxia of speech; yet for 60% of these children with speech problems and no diagnosis of apraxia, parents reported that their child had impaired oral motor skills. It is likely there are many children having Down syndrome with undiagnosed apraxia of speech and therefore it is likely that there is a large population of adults with undiagnosed apraxia of speech.

Childhood apraxia of speech results in lower speech intelligibility; however, as there is no conclusive diagnostic test for adults with Down syndrome, we can only speculate on the prevalence of apraxia in the adult population and on its impact on speech intelligibility. Evaluation instruments are mainly descriptive and rely on speech analysis and speech sound imitation skills. A diagnosis of apraxia of speech for people with Down syndrome is generally made in middle childhood or adolescence when valuable treatment time has been lost.

**Treatment**

Communicative interventions for people with Down syndrome mainly aim at improving expressive and receptive language rather than speech production. The speech production problems in adults with Down syndrome are often seen as a problem taken for granted [42]. No validated treatment methods are available for improving speech of people with Down syndrome. This might also be caused by a lack of diagnostic assessment procedures for the cause of their speech problems.

It is unclear if developing specific treatments to improve the speech of adults with Down syndrome would benefit this group of speakers. Many researchers have claimed that the skills begin to plateau when a child with Down syndrome reaches adolescence. However, three recent studies have shown that adolescents and adults with Down syndrome can benefit from language intervention programs like was seen at the University of Wisconsin-Madison [4,16,41,43]. The longitudinal study by Chapman and her research team showed that language skills continued to improve beyond the teenage years, and suggests that language-learning programs for adolescents and young adults with Down syndrome could be effective.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

This review had three aims: (1) to provide an overview of the studies on speech difficulties leading to poor speech intelligibility in adults with Down syndrome; (2) to identify causes of poor speech intelligibility for this group; and (3) to suggest areas requiring further research.

While modern advances in medical sciences have improved the health of children with Down syndrome, a concern remains about the development of communication skills. Studies have demonstrated that adolescents and adults with Down syndrome can learn new speech/language skills and suggest that interventions could be effective at any age. In order to develop effective treatment programs to improve oral communication and intelligibility of speech, problems in speech development and the persistence of speech difficulties need to be investigated. Most studies on Down syndrome in relation to speech production mainly concern children under the age of 15 years [12] and results suggest that, without intervention, speech will not improve in adulthood.

If speech intelligibility is not high enough to support verbal-only communication, augmentative or alternative communication might be considered [1]. Given that 97% of all people with Down syndrome use speech as their main form of communication, and that speech production and speech perception are ongoing issues which may limit community participation, it is clear that developing assessments for evaluating speech production and intelligibility, and developing interventions to improve verbal communication, are of major importance.

Where hearing loss is a barrier to improving intelligibility, the first step has to be the rehabilitation of hearing. Rehabilitation should involve both hearing-aid fitting and auditory training. Regular hearing screening to monitor any changes in hearing status remains of great importance.

As speech and language skills are central to the development of mental abilities (such as thinking, reasoning,
and remembering) and to social inclusion, it is essential that caregivers, teachers/mentors, and therapists discuss speech and language development at all stages of an individual's life. Considering the constant changes in the brain, its plasticity, and the development of behavioral and social skills in this group, it does not seem justified to use the same diagnostic procedures and treatment programs for children for adults.

Research is required into therapeutic programs to improve the speech of adults with Down syndrome. One clinical consideration as to why this research is lacking might be that the speech problem is seen and described as a characteristic of the Down syndrome itself rather than being seen as the result of distinct underlying deficits that may be sensitive to speech therapy. To aid therapeutic program development, longitudinal studies of adolescents and adults with Down syndrome are required to determine the developmental progression of speech and language. Special attention should be given to investigating oral-motor characteristics and apraxia of speech.
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